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Aladdin Street Singapore celebrated its 2nd year on
the 24th October and Singapore Silat Federation was
invited to enjoy the special night. It was a fun-filled
night, with chocolate fondues, halal wines, to lucky
draw that consists of a signed Man United X Aladdin
Street T-shirt! The highlight of the event, was when
the Singapore Pencak Silat Artistic Team took the
stage and performed a mesmerizing routine.  To end
the night,  CEO of Singapore Silat Federation, joined
the Aladdin Street team in a cake-cutting ceremony. 

Major Games Award
Programme (MAP) was
implemented in the 1990s,
for competitive athletes who
win medals in Olympic,
Asian, Commonwealth and
SEA games. Pencak Silat
debuted in the Jarkata
Palembang 2018 Asian
Games and Team Singapore
managed to clinch an
impressive haul of total of 2
silvers & 3 bronze! The 5
Singapore Pencak Silat
athletes receieved their cash
payout and awards at the
Raffles Town Club, in
appreciation of their efforts
to medal at the 2nd largest
multi-sport event. Once
again, Congratulations to our
18th Asian Games Medalists!

SINGAPORE OPEN 6 ALADDIN STREET 2ND ANNIVERSARY

MAP AWARDS

Singapore Silat Federation successfully put on the 6th
edition of the Singapore Open on the 3rd & 4th
November 2018.  This event had a record-breaking 
participation numbers, over 600 athletes took part in
it, with Team Singapore emerging as the overall
champion. The atmosphere was electrifying, with the
roaring support from the teams in the packed Arena@
OTH. With the continued support from all the local &
international clubs , look forward to a bigger and
better Singapore Open!

SILAT UNCUT



action shots from Singapore Open 6 
 

 
The combat sport forum, organised by Khoo Teck Puat
Hospital & WAKO Kickboxing Singapore, had gathered
experts from different martial arts,including Pencak Silat,
to share with the floor, all about combat sports.  
The event ranged from martial art demonstrations to
Champions in combat sports sharing their experiences. 
Team SG Silat was represented in all areas, with our
Artistic team performing their heart-pumping routine,
and also our athlete, the 2-time World Champion
Muhammad Shakir, sharing his thoughts on "Discipliine,
dedication, determination".  Dieticians, physiotherapists
were also present to share their expertise and how their
knowledge can assist in combat sport athletes. Overall, it
was a fruitful experience for SG Silat! 
 

 
A briefing for Singapore Silat Wasit Jury was held just before Singapore Open 6,
in the Silat Training Hall at Heartbeat@Bedok, to provide updates and ensure
smoother facilitation between the federation. Singapore Silat Federation
appreciates and thank every Wasit Jury who supported the federation in all the
events! Follow SSF Wasit Jury @sgsilat.wasitjuri on Instagram to catch the latest
updates! 
 

COMBAT SPORTS FORUM @ KTP HOSPITAL

WASIT JURY BRIEFING 
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ROAD TO 18TH WORLD PENCAK SILAT CHAMPIONSHIP 2018

SMHS CARNIVAL@ WAVE HOUSE SENTOSA

 
 
Singapore Silat Federation, alongside Aladdin Street Singapore, is organising the 18th edition of the World
Pencak Silat Championship next month, right here in Singapore! It will be held in OCBC Arena, alongside a
Martial Arts & Cultural Festival. We are making the final preparations in the lead-up to the competition, to
provide the brightest stage for the world-class athletes from over 40 countries. The Opening Ceremony, held on
13th December 2018, is jam-packed with breathtaking performances, from cultural performances, to martial art
displays, ranging from French Kickboxing Savate, to the aerial acrobatics of Wushu. Above all, Madam President
Halimah Yacob will be gracing the Opening Ceremony as well! Singapore Silat Federation wishes for all affiliates
and friends to lend their support in this momentous event, to bring forward the finest side of Pencak Silat to the
World. 
 

 
Team Singapore athletes Sheik Farhan & Sheik
Ferdous, was invited to the SMHS Family Carnival,
held at Wave House Sentosa, to share their thoughts
on how their father, Mr Sheik Alau'ddin, cultivated
them to be tremendous Silat exponents! The event
was held to celebrate Fathers & Sons Day, where Mr
Sheik shares with the audience, the values that he
imparted to his sons, to be where they are today.  
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